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ABSTRACT
Silver is an authoring tool that aims to allow novice users to
edit digital video. The goal is to make editing of digital
video as easy as text editing. Silver provides multiple
coordinated views, including project, source, outline,
subject, storyboard, textual transcript and timeline views.
Selections and edits in any view are synchronized with all
other views. A variety of recognition algorithms are applied
to the video and audio content and then are used to aid in
the editing tasks. The Informedia Digital Library supplies
the recognition algorithms and metadata used to support
intelligent editing, and Informedia also provides search and
a repository. The metadata includes shot boundaries and a
time-synchronized transcript, which are used to support
intelligent selection and intelligent cut/copy/paste.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital video is becoming increasingly ubiquitous. Most
camcorders today are digital, and computers are being
advertised based on their video editing capabilities. For
example, Apple claims that you can "turn your DV iMac
into a personal movie studio" [1]. There is an increasing
amount of video material available on the World-Wide-
Web and in digital libraries. Many exciting research pro-
jects are investigating how to search, visualize, and summa-
rize digital video, but there is little work on new ways to
support the use of the video beyond just playing it. In fact,
editing video is significantly harder than editing textual
material. To construct a report or a new composition using
video found in a digital library or using newly shot video
requires considerably more effort and time than creating a
similar report or composition using quoted or newly au-
thored text.

In the Silver project, we are working to address this prob-
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lem by bringing to video editing many of the capabilities
long available in textual editors such as Microsoft Word.
We are also trying to alleviate some of the special problems
of video editing. In particular, the Silver video editor
provides multiple views, it uses the familiar interaction
techniques from text editing, and it provides intelligent
techniques to make selection and editing easier.

The Silver editor is designed to support all phases of the
video post-production process. The storyboard and script
views support brainstorming and planning for the video.
The project, source, subject and outline views support the
collection and organization of the source material. The
timeline and script views support the detailed editing, and
the preview view can be used to show the result.

Silver is an acronym and stands for Simplifying Interactive
Layout and Video Editing and Reuse. The key innovations
in the Silver editor include: providing a transcript view for
the actual audio; multiple views with coordinated selec-
tions, including the ability to show when one view only
contains part of the selection; intelligent context-dependent
expansion of the selection for double-clicking; and intelli-
gent cut/copy/paste across the video and audio. These are
discussed in this article.

2. STATE OF THE ART
Most tools for editing video still resemble analog profes-
sional video editing consoles. Although they support the
creation of high quality material, they are not easy for the
casual user, especially when compared with applications
such as text editors. Current video editing software only
operates at a low syntactic level, manipulating video as a
sequence of frames and streams of uninterpreted audio. It
does not take advantage of the content or structure of the
video or audio to assist in the editing. Instead, users are
required to pinpoint specific frames, which may involve
zooming and numerous repetitions of fast-forward and
rewind operations. In text editing, the user can search and
select the content by letters, words, lines, sentences, para-
graphs, sections, etc. In today's video and audio editing, the
only units are low-level frames or fractions of seconds.

As another example, three-point editing is one option in
professional editors such as Adobe Premiere. In this kind of
editing, the user can locate an "in point" and an "out point"
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Figure 1. An overview of all of the Silver windows.

in the video source and a third point in the target to perform
a copy operation. The fourth point for the edit is computed
based on the length of the in-out pair. This method can be
traced to the use of physical videotape where the length of
the output and input segments must be the same. However,
three-point editing is not required for digital video and is
very different from the conventional cut/copy/paste/delete
technique that is used in other editing tools on computers.

3. RELATED WORK
There is a large body of work on the extraction and visuali-
zation of information from digital video (e.g., [29] [12]).
However, most of this work has focused on automatic
content extraction and summarization during library crea-
tion and searching, and on information presentation during
library exploration. In the Silver project, we focus on
authoring with the content once it is found.

After examining the role of digital video in interactive
multimedia applications, Mackay and Davenport realized
that video could be an information stream that can be
tagged, edited, analyzed and annotated [19]. Davenport et.
al. proposed using metadata for home-movie editing assis-
tance [10]. However, they assumed this data would be
obtained through manual logging or with a "data camera"
during filming, unlike the automatic techniques used in
Silver.
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The Zodiac system [5] employs a branching edit history to
organize and navigate design alternatives. It also uses this
abstraction to automatically detect shot and scene bounda-
ries and to support the annotation of moving objects in the
video. IMPACT [33] uses automatic cut detection and
camera motion classification to create a high level descrip-
tion of the structure of the video, and then visualizes and
edits the structure using timeline and tree structure views
[32]. IMPACT also detects object boundaries and can
recognize identical objects in different shots.

The Hierarchical Video Magnifier [24] allows users to
work with a video source at fine levels of detail while
maintaining an awareness of the context. It provides a
timeline to represent the total duration of the video source,
and supplies the user with a series of low-resolution frame
samples. There is also a tool that can be used to expand or
reduce the effective temporal resolution of any portion of
the timelines. Successive applications of the temporal
magnifier create an explicit spatial hierarchical structure of
the video source. The Swim Hierarchical Browser [35]
improves on this idea by using automatically detected shots
in the higher level layers. These tools were only used for
top-down navigation, and not for editing. We use a similar
approach in our Timeline view.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



The Video Retrieval and Sequencing System [8] semiauto-
matically detects and annotates shots for later retrieval.
Then, a cinematic rule-based editing tool sequences the
retrieved shots for presentation within a specified time
constraint. For example, the parallel rule alternates two
different sets of shots and the rhythm rule selects longer
shots for a slow rhythm and shorter shots for a fast one.

Most video segmentation algorithms work bottom-up, from
the pixels in individual frames. Hampapur [15] proposes a
top-down approach, modeling video-editing techniques
mathematically to detect cuts, fades and translation effects
between shots.

Video Mosaic [20] is an augmented reality system that
allows video producers to use paper storyboards as a means
of controlling and editing digital video. Silver's storyboards
are more powerful since they can also be used for interac-
tive videos. CVEPS [23] automatically extracts key visual
features and uses them for browsing, searching and editing.
An important contribution of this system is that it works in
the compressed domain (MPEG), which has advantages in
terms of storage, speed and noiseless editing.

Video Scheme [22] is a direct manipulation video editing
system that provides the user with programming capabili-
ties. This increases the flexibility and expressiveness of the
system, for example supporting repetitive or conditional
operations. VideoMAP [31] indexes video through a variety
of image processing techniques, including histograms and
"x-rays" (edge pixel counts). The resulting indices can be
used to detect cuts and camera operations and to create
visualizations of the video. For example, VideoMAP
renders the indices over time, and VideoSpacelcon repre-
sents the temporal and spatial characteristics of a shot as an
icon.

The Hitchcock system [14] automatically determines the
"suitability" of the different segments in raw video, based
on camera motion, brightness and duration. Similar clips
are grouped into "piles." To create a custom video, the user
drags segments into a storyboard, specifies a total desired
duration and Hitchcock automatically selects the start and
end points of each clip based on shot quality and total
duration. Clips in the storyboard are represented with
frames that can be arranged in different layouts, such as a
"comic book" style layout [2]. We plan to incorporate
similar techniques into Silver.

4. INFORMEDIA
We obtain our source video and metadata through CMU's
Informedia Digital Video Library [34]. The Informedia
project is building a searchable multimedia library that
currently has over 2,000 hours of material, including
documentaries and news broadcasts. Informedia adds about
two hours of additional news material every day. For all of
its video content, Informedia creates a textual transcript of
the audio track using closed-captioning information and
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speech recognition [7]. The transcript is time-aligned with
the video using CMU's Sphinx speech recognition system
[27]. Informedia also performs image analysis to detect shot
boundaries, extracting representative thumbnail images
from each shot [6] and detects and identifies faces in the
video frame. A video OCR system identifies and recognizes
captions in the image [28]. Certain kinds of camera move-
ments such as pans and fades can also be identified. All of
this metadata about the video is stored in a database. This
metadata is used by Informedia to automatically create
titles, representative frames and summaries for video clips,
and to provide searching for query terms and visualization
of the results. Silver takes advantage of the metadata in the
database to enhance its editing capabilities.

5. TYPES OF PRODUCTIONS
The Silver video editor is designed to support different
kinds of productions. Our primary goal is to make it easier
for middle and high school children (ages 10-18) to create
multimedia reports on a particular topic. For example, a
social-studies teacher might have students create a report on
Kosovo. We want to make it as easy for students to create
such a video report using material in the Informedia library,
as it would be to use textual and static graphical material
from newspaper and magazine articles.

We also want Silver to support original compositions of
two types. First, people might just shoot some video with a
camcorder, and then later want to edit it into a production.
In the second type, there might first be a script and even a
set of storyboards, and then video is shot to match the
script. In these two cases where new material is shot, we
anticipate that the material will be processed by Informedia
to supply the metadata that Silver needs. (Unfortunately,
Informedia does not yet give users the capability to process
their own video, but Silver is being designed so that we are
ready when it does.)

Finally, in the future, we plan for Silver to support interac-
tive video and other multi-media productions. With an
interactive video, the user can determine what happens
next, rather than just playing it from beginning to end. For
example, clicking on hot spots in "living books" type
stories may choose which video is played next. Another
type of production is exemplified by the DVD video "What
could you do?" [11]. Here, a video segment is played to set
up a situation, then the user is asked a question and depend-
ing on the user's answer, a different video piece is selected
to be played next.

6. MULTIPLE VIEWS
In order to support many different kinds and styles of
editing, it is useful to have different views of the material.
For example, the Microsoft Word text editor supplies an
outline view, a "normal" view that is good for editing, a
"print layout" view that more closely shows what the
composition will look like, and a "print preview" view that



tries to be exactly like the printed output. Similarly, Power-
Point provides outline, normal, notes, slide sorter, and slide
show views. However, video editors have many fewer
options. Adobe Premiere's principal view is a frame repre-
sentation, with a thumbnail image representing one or more
video frames. Premiere also provides a Project window, a
Timeline window, and a Monitor window (to playback
video). MGI's VideoWave III editor has a Library window
(similar to the project view), a StoryLine window (a simpli-
fied timeline), and a View Screen window for playback.
Apple's Final Cut Pro provides a Browser window (like a
project view that allows clip organization), Timeline view,
Canvas (editing palette), and Viewer window for playback.

Silver currently provides nine different views: the Informe-
dia search and search results, project, source, subject,
outline, storyboard, transcript, timeline and preview views.
These are described below. Each appears in its own win-
dow, which the user or system can arrange or hide if not
needed (Figure 1 shows an overview of the full screen).
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Figure 2. Search and search results views from Informedia.

6.1 Search Results View
When starting from a search using Informedia, the search
results will appear in an Informedia search results window
(see Figure 2). Informedia identifies clips of video that are
relevant to the search term, and shows each clip with a
representative frame. Each clip will typically contain many
different scenes, and the length of a clip varies from around
40 seconds to four minutes. The user can get longer seg-
ments of video around a clip by moving up a level to the
full video. If the user makes a new query, then the search
results window will be erased and the new results will
appear instead. Clicking on the thumbnail image will show
the clip using the Windows Media Player window. Clicking
on the filmstrip icon displays thumbnail images from each
shot in the scene, giving a static, but holistic view of the
entire clip.
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6.2 Source and Project Views
When the user finds appropriate video by searching in
Informedia, the clips can be dragged and dropped into
Silver's Project View (actually, a clip can be dragged
directly to any other view, and it will be automatically
added to the project view). The Project View (see Figure 3)
will also allow other video, audio and still pictures from the
disk or the World-Wide Web to be loaded and made easily
available for use in the production. As in other video
editors such as Premiere, the project view is a "staging
area" where the video to be used in a production can be
kept. However, in the Silver project view, video clips that
are in the composition are separated by a line from clips
that are not currently in use. Dragging a clip across this line
adds or removes it from the composition.

The source view is like a simplified project view, and
allows easy access to the original sources of video. Clips in
this view represent the video as brought in from Informedia,
from a file, or from the web. They cannot be edited, but
they may be dragged to other windows to add a copy of the
source to the project.
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Figure 3. S ver's project view collects the source material to be
used in the production. The first clip is shown on the screen
outlined in light yellow to indicate it is partially selected.

6.3 Transcript View
An important innovation in the Silver video editor, enabled
by Informedia, is the provision of a textual transcript of the
video. This is displayed in a conventional text-editor-like
window (see Figure 4). Informedia generates the transcript
from various sources [16]. If the video provides closed
captioning, then this is used. Speech recognition is used to
recognize other speech, and also to align the transcript with
the place in the audio track where each word appears [7].
Because the recognition can contain mistakes, Silver inserts
green "*"s where there appears to be gaps, misalignments,
or silence. In the future, we plan to allow the user to correct
the transcript by typing the correct words, and then use the
speech recognizer to match the timing of the words to the
audio track.

The transcript view and the timeline view (section 6.4) are
the main ways to specify the actual video segments that go
into the composition. In the transcript view, the boundary
between segments is shown as a blue double bar ("Ii"). The
transcript and timeline views are used to find the desired
portion of each clip. Transcripts will also be useful in
supporting an easy way to search the video for specific
content words.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



We also plan to use the transcript view to support the
authoring of new productions from scripts. The user could
type or import a new script, and then later the system would
automatically match the script to the audio as it is shot.

6.4 Timeline View
In Silver, like many other video editors such as Premiere,
the Timeline view is the main view used for detailed edit-
ing. In order to make the Timeline view more useful and
easier to use, we are investigating some novel formats. As
shown in Figure 5, we are currently providing a three-level
view.

This allows the user to work at a high level of detail without
losing the context within the composition. The top level
always represents the entire video. The topmost row dis-
plays the clips in the composition and their boundaries. For
each clip, it shows a representative frame, and if there is
enough space, the end frame, title and duration. Below the
top row are the time codes. At the bottom of the top level is
an indicator showing what portions are being viewed in the
bottom two levels. The purple portion is visible in the
middle level, and the cyan portion is visible in the bottom
level.

The middle level displays the individual shots, as detected
by Informedia. Shot boundaries are detected by a change in
the video [17]. Each shot is visualized using the representa-
tive frame for the shot as chosen by Informedia. The size of
the frame is proportional to the duration of the shot.

The bottom level can display the individual frames of the
video, so the user can quickly get to particular cut points.
The middle row of the bottom level represents the tran-
script. The bottom level also provides the ability to add
annotations or comments to the video (see Figure 6).

A key feature of the Silver timeline is that it allows different
representations to be shown together, allowing the user to
see the clip boundaries, the time, samples of frames, the
cuts, the transcript, annotations, etc. Later, using facilities
already provided by Informedia, we can add labels for
recognized faces and the waveform for the audio to the
timeline. Snapping and double-click selection will continue
to be specific to each type of content.

The user can pick what portion is shown in the middle level
by dragging the indicator at the bottom of the top level.
Alternatively, the scroll buttons at the edges of the middle
level cause the viewed section to shift left and right. The
scale of the video that is shown in the middle level can be
adjusted by changing the size of the indicator at the bottom
of the top level, by dragging on the edge of the indicator.
This will zoom the middle level in and out. Similarly, the
bottom level can be scrolled and zoomed using the indicator
at the bottom of the middle level or the bottom's scroll
arrows.
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" So, for ' " earthbound Americans, objective number
one he past few days: Keep cool Water is the salvation
or Atlarda pachyderms. [water splashing] Arkarisas
poultry. And Georgia school kids, who found refuge in a
water park. When It's hot, there's 1113 question there's an
added appeal to get in that water, sink in, and cool etf.11
oft. In lieu of water, ' air -- preferably moving. And
preferably chilled. Air-conditioning " and a deck of cards
help another hot day pass in St. Louis. But if you five in
Atlanta and don't yet have an air conditioner, good luck
trying to find one. They've been flying off the shelves.
Some midwestern cdies have established cooling
&tations lernporary refuge from the outside's asphalt '
oven.Weather I Weather forecasters considered
Tuesday a relative reprieve from the heat wave.

Figure 4. The Transcript view shows the text of the audio. The
"*"s represent unrecognized portions of the audio, and the "Ii"
represent breaks. The reverse video part at the top is selected.
Words in italics are partially selected (here "splashing") and
words in gray are partially cut out in the current production.
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Figure 5. The Timeline view showing the three levels. The
portion from about 2:2 to about 2:13 is selected, and appears on
the screen in yellow in all three levels (and appears as light gray
when printed in black-and-white).
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The toolbar buttons at the top of the Timeline view window
perform editing and playback operations (from left to right
in Figure 5): cut, copy, paste, delete, crop (deletes every-
thing but the selection), split (splices the clip at the selec-
tion edges), add annotation, play selection, and play the
entire video.

Lee, Smeaton, et. al. [18] propose a taxonomy of video
browsers based on three dimensions: the number of "layers"
of abstraction and how they are related, the provision or
omission of temporal information (varying from full time-
stamp information to nothing at all), and the visualization of
spatial versus temporal aspects of the video (a slideshow is
highly temporal, a timeline highly spatial). They recom-
mend using many linked layers, providing temporal and
absolute temporal information, and a spatial visualization.
Our timeline follows their recommendations.

The Hierarchical Video Magnifier [24] and Swim [35] also
provide multi-level views. These systems are designed to
browse video, and navigation is achieved by drilling to
higher levels of detail. The goal in Silver is to edit video
and the basic interaction for navigating in the timeline is
scrolling. Also, Silver is different in using multiple repre-
sentations of the video within each level.

6.5 Preview View
As the user moves the cursor through the timeline, Silver
displays a dotted line (visible to the left of 2.5 in all three
levels of Figure 5). The frame at this point is shown in the
preview view (Figure 7). If the user moves the cursor too
fast, the preview view will catch up when the user stops or
slows down sufficiently. The play arrows at the top of the
timeline view cause the current video to be played in the
preview view. If the black arrow is selected, the video is
played in its entirety (but the user can always stop the
playback). If the yellow play button is picked, only the
selected portion of the video is played. The preview win-
dow is implemented using the Windows Media Player
control.

6.6 Subject View
When creating a composition, different people have differ-
ent ways of organizing their material. Some might like to
group the material by topic. Silver's Subject View facili-
tates this type of organization. It provides a tabbed dialog
box into which the material can be dragged-and-dropped
from the project view. The user is free to label the tabs in
any way that is useful, for example by the content of clip,
the type of shot, the date, etc. The subject view (Figure 8)
will allow the same clip to be entered multiple times, which
will help users to more easily find material, since it might
be classified in multiple ways.

IZSIIVei.Preview
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Figure 7. The Preview view shows the frame at the cursor (the
dotted lines in Figure 5), and is where the video is played.
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Figure 9. Silver's Outline View organizes the material using a
Window's Tree control.

6.7 Outline View
When creating a composition, one good way to organize the
material is in an outline. Whereas textual editing programs,
such as Microsoft Word, have had outlining capabilities for
years, none of the video editors have an outline view.
Silver's outline view (shown in Figure 9) uses a conven-
tional Windows tree control, which allows the hierarchy to
be easily edited using familiar interaction techniques such
as drag-and-drop. Note that for the subject view and the
outline view, the subjects (or folders) can be added before
there are any clips to put in them, to help guide the process
and serve as reminders of what is left to do.
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Figure 10. The Storyboard view has segments placed in 2-D.

6.8 Storyboard View
Many video and cinema projects start with a storyboard
drawing of the composition, often drawn on paper. Typi-
cally, a picture in the storyboard represents each of the
major scenes or sequences of the composition. Some video
editors, notably MGI's VideoWave III, use a storyboard-
like view as the main representation of the composition.
Silver's storyboard view (see Figure 10) differs from
VideoWave in that it can be used before the clips are found,
as a representation of the desired video. Stills or even hand-
drawn pictures can be used as placeholders in the story-
board for video to be shot or found later. The frames in the
storyboard can be hand-placed in two dimensions by the
user (and commands will help to visually organize them),
which supports organizations that are meaningful to the
user. For example, some productions are told using "paral-
lel editing" [3] by cutting between two different stories
occurring at the same time (for example, most Star Wars
movies cut repeatedly between the story on a planet and the
story in space). These might be represented in the story-
board by two parallel tracks.

Another important use for storyboards will be interactive
video compositions (which Silver is planned to support in
the future). Some multimedia productions allow the user to
interact with the story using various methods to pick which
video segment comes next. For example, a question might
be asked or the user might click on various hot spots. Our
storyboard view allows multiple arrows out of a clip, and
we plan to support a "natural" scripting language [26] and
demonstrational techniques [25] that will make it easy to
specify how to choose which segment to play next based on
the end user's input.

6.9 Other Views
In the future, we plan to add support for many other views,
all inter-linked. For example, if the transcript window is
used to hold an authored script, then it will be important to
include "director's notes" and other annotations. These
might be linked to views that help manage lists of locations,
people, scenery, and to-do items. The ability to add notes,
comments, annotations, and WWW links in all other views
might also be useful. Other facilities from text documents
might also be brought into the Silver editor, such as the
ability to compare versions and keep track of changes (as a
revision history).
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6.10 Selection Across Multiple Views
When the user selects a portion of the video in one view in
Silver, the equivalent portion is highlighted in all other
views. This brings up a number of interesting user interface
design challenges.

The first problem is what is the "equivalent" portion? The
different views show different levels of granularity, so it
may not be possible to represent the selection accurately in
some views. For example, if a few frames are selected in
the timeline view what should be shown in the project view
since it only shows complete clips? Silver's design is to use
dark yellow to highlight the selection, but to use light
yellow to highlight an item that is only partially selected. In
Figure 3, the first clip has only part of its contents selected,
so it is shown in light yellow. If the user selects a clip in the
project view, then all video that is derived from that clip is
selected in all other views (which may result in discontinu-
ous selections).

A similar problem arises between the timeline and tran-
script views. A particular word in the audio may span
multiple frames. So selecting a word in the transcript will
select all the corresponding frames. But selecting only one
of those frames in the video may correspond to only part of
a word, so the highlight in the transcript shows this by
making that word italic. This is the case of the words "one"
and "splashing" shown in the edges of the selected text in
Figure 4. (We would prefer the selection to be yellow and
the partially selected words in light yellow to be consistent
with other views, but the Visual Basic text component does
not support this.) If the selected video is moved, this will
cut the word in two pieces. Silver represents this by repeat-
ing the word in both places, but showing it in a different
font color. The video in Figure 4 was split somewhere
during the word "Weather". Thus, this word is shown twice,
separated by the clip boundary.

7. INTELLIGENT EDITING
One reason that video editing is so much more tedious than
text editing is that in video, the user must select and operate
on a frame-by-frame basis. Simply moving a section of
video may require many minutes while the beginning and
end points are laboriously located. Often a segment in the
video does not exactly match with the corresponding audio.
For example, the voice can start before the talking head is
shown. This gives the video a continuous, seamless feel, but
makes extracting pieces much harder because the video and
audio portions must often be separately adjusted, with much
fiddling to remove extraneous video or audio portions.

We did an informal study to check on the prevalence of
these issues, and found it to indeed be significant, at least in
recorded news. In looking at 238 transitions in 72 minutes
of video clips recorded from CNN by Informedia, 61 (26%)
were "L-cuts," where the audio and video come in or stop at
different times. Of the 61 L-cuts, 44 (72%) were cases



where the audio of the speaker came in before the video but
ended at the same time (see Figure 11-Shot A). Most of
these were interviews where the voice of the person being
interviewed would come in first and then the video of the
person after a few seconds. Most of the other ways to
overlap the video and audio were also represented. Some-
times, the audio and the video of the speaker came in at the
same time, but the audio continued past the video (Figure
11-Shot B) or the video ended after the audio (Shot D).
When an interviewee was being introduced while he ap-
peared on screen, the video might come in before the audio,
but both end at the same time (Shot C). To copy or delete
any of these would require many steps in other editors.

The Silver editor aims to remove much of the tedium
associated with editing such video by automatically adjust-
ing the portions of the video and audio used for selection,
cut, copy and paste, in the same way that text editors such
as Microsoft Word adjust whether the spaces before and
after words are selected. These capabilities are discussed in
the following sections.

7.1 Intelligent Selection
When the user double-clicks in Microsoft Word and other
text editors, the entire word is selected. Triple clicking will
get the entire paragraph, sentence or line (depending on the
editor). Silver provides a similar feature for video, and the
unit selected on multiple clicks depends on which view is
active. If the user double-clicks in the text view, the sur-
rounding word or phrase will be selected that Informedia
recognized (the minimal unit that can be matched with the
audio). In the time-line view, however, the effect of double
clicking depends on the specific timeline within the hierar-
chy. It can mean, for example, a shot (where shot bounda-
ries are located automatically by Informedia) or an entire
clip.

7.2 Intelligent Cut, Delete and Copy
When an operation is performed on the selected portion of
the video, Silver uses heuristics to try to adjust the start and
end points so they are appropriate for both the video and
audio.

Using the information provided by Informedia, Silver will
try to detect the L-cut situations, as shown in Figure 11.
Silver will then try to adjust the selection accordingly. For
example, when the user selects a sentence in the transcript
and performs a copy operation, Silver will look at the
corresponding video. If the shot boundary is not aligned
with the selection from the audio, then Silver will try to
determine if there is an L-cut as in Figure 11. If so, Silver
will try to adjust the selected portion appropriately. How-
ever, editing operations using this selection will require
special considerations, as discussed next.
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Figure 11. It is very common for the video and audio of a shot
not to start and/or end at the same time. For example, Shot B
represents a situation where the audio for the shot continues for a
little while past when the video has already switched to the next
scene. Similarly, for Shot D, the video continues a bit past when
the audio has already switched to the next scene.
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Audio
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Figure 12. When an L-shot such as Shot A is inserted at a point in
the video (a), Silver will check the area that might be overlapped.
If the audio is silent in that area, Silver will overlap the audio
automatically (b). In some cases (c), the user will have the option
to overlay a separate piece of video if the audio cannot be over-
lapped.

7.3 Intelligent Paste and Reattach
When a segment with an L-cut is deleted or pasted in a new
place, then Silver will need to determine how to deal with
the uneven end(s). If the audio is shorter than the video
(e.g., if Shots C or D from Figure 11 are pasted), then
Silver can fill in with silence since this is not generally
disruptive. However, it is not acceptable to fill in with black
or blank video. For example, if Shot A is pasted, Silver will
look at the overlapped area of the audio to see if it is silent
or preceeded by an L-cut (Figure 12-a). If so, then the video
can abut and the audio can be overlapped automatically
(shown in Figure 12-b). If the audio in the overlap area is
not silent, however, then Silver will suggest options to the
user and ask the user which option is preferred. The choices
include that the audio in the destination should be replaced,
the audio should be mixed (which may be reasonable when
one audio track is music or other background sounds), or
else some video should be used to fill in the overlap area
(as in Figure 12-c). The video to be filled in may come
from the source of the copy (e.g., by expanding the video of
Shot A) or else may be some other material or a "special
effect" like a dissolve.

Although there are clearly some cases where the user will
need to get involved in tweaking the edits, we fecl that in
the majority of cases, the system will be able to handle the
edits automatically. It will await field trials, however, to
measure how successful our heuristics will be.



8. INTELLIGENT CRITICS FUTURE WORK
In school, children spend enormous amounts of time learn-
ing and practicing how to write. This includes learning the
rules for organizing material, constructing sentences and
paragraphs, and generally making a logical and understand-
able composition. However, few people will learn the
corresponding rules for creating high-quality video and
multimedia compositions. These are generally only taught
in specialized, elective courses on film or video production.

Therefore, in order to help people create higher-quality
productions, we plan to provide automatic critics that help
evaluate and guide the quality of the production. Some of
the techniques discussed in section 7 above will actually
help improve the quality. We intend to go beyond this to
provide many other heuristics that will watch the user's
production and provide pop-up suggestions such as "avoid
shaky footage" (as in [14]) and "avoid cutting in the middle
of a camera pan."

Video editing is a highly subjective part of filmmaking,
which can greatly affect the look of the finished product.
Therefore, though some of the intelligent editing can be
automated to prevent the user from making obvious errors,
in some cases it is best to simply inform the user of the rule
rather than make the artistic decision for them. For this
reason, providing help as an Intelligent Critic is likely to be
appropriate in this application.

A century of filmmaking has generated well-grounded
theories and rules for film production and editing which can
be used by our critic (e.g., [9] [21] [3]). For example, the
effect of camera angle on comprehension and emotional
impact [4], the effect of shot length and ordering on learn-
ing [13], and the effect of lighting on subjects' understand-
ing of scenes [30], are just a small sample of film-making
heuristics. As automatically generated metadata improves, it
will be possible for Silver to give users more sophisticated
assistance. For example, when Informedia vision systems
are able to recognize similar scenes through an understand-
ing of their semantic content, a future version of Silver
could suggest that the first use of the scene be presented for
a longer period than subsequent presentations. This is
desirable to keep users' interest, keeping the user from
becoming bored with the same visual material. Such capa-
bilities in Silver will still not make Hollywood directors and
editors of school children. However, it will provide a level
of assistance that should enable naive users to create much
more pleasing productions from video archives.

9. CONCLUSIONS
We are implementing the Silver editor in Visual Basic, and
although most functions are implemented, there is much
more to be done. One important goal of the Silver project is
to distribute our video editor so people can use it. Unfortu-
nately, it is not yet robust enough to be put in front of users.
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It is also an important part of our plans to do informal and
formal user tests, to evaluate and improve our designs.

As more and more video and film work is performed
digitally, and as more and more homes and classrooms use
computers, there will clearly be an increased demand for
digital video editing. Digital libraries contain increasing
amounts of multi-media material including video. Further-
more, people will increasingly want easy ways to put their
own edited video on their personal web pages so it can be
shared. Unfortunately, today's video editing tools make the
editing of video significantly harder than the editing of
textual material or still images. The Silver project is inves-
tigating some exciting ways to address this problem, and
hopefully will point the way so the next generation of video
editors will be significantly easier to use.
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